THE FACTS ON THIS X-RAY:

1. A brand new ball from the five leading $1.25 sellers in the nation was taken at random from professional golf shops.
2. This X-ray was made by independent technicians.
3. Printed as received, UN-RETOUCHED. (Film available for your inspection.)

TRY IT YOURSELF!

If you have X-ray equipment why not see for yourself? Pick up First Flight and other well known golf balls in your Pro Shop. You, too, will be amazed at the difference... and see that First Flight is TRUE BECAUSE IT'S ROUND ALL THROUGH! Tell your friends what you find!

First Flight big wins in 1962 include: National PGA Club Championship, Jim Stamps; New Orleans, Bo Wininger; Baton Rouge, Joe Campbell; International, Gene Littler; Pensacola, Doug Sanders; Thunderbird Classic, Gene Littler; PGA Championship, Gary Player.

**Sold Only By The Golf Professional**

"First Flight" and "Steel Power Center" are registered trade marks of the First Flight Company.
This is a cheerful, well designed shop and generally the displays are first class. But in looking over the club rack, I note two things I would change. The shoes, at left, should have shoe trees and they should be laced up because they give the appearance of just having been tried on and then tossed rather carelessly back on the shelf. In addition, displaying them with the spikes up, as they are here, may cause the top shoe to become slightly marred. The clubs in the display are, of course, expensive items. It isn’t good merchandising to show inexpensive caps on the same rack with them. It would be preferable to display something like alpaca sweaters in the spots where the golf caps are shown. In this way, the clubs aren’t downgraded by items that cost only two or three dollars.

Al Robbins

pro-only advertising like the stores make use of manufacturers’ advertising.

Inexpensive But Effective

Once in a while you will see pros tie in their own local advertising with a manufacturer’s newspaper advertising in the way that Tony Casabella and Joe Schoenbaechler ran inexpensive but effective advertising in Louisville along with the MacGregor newspaper ads on the DX Tourney ball.

Not often enough is there pro shop display and advertising tie-in with manufacturers’ pro only advertising, although there has been an increase in this since Golfing magazine and pros worked out a circulation and merchandising plan to educate members to buy from the professionals.

Window and store displays and newspaper advertising that many retailers outside of the sports business use in tying into the national advertising of manufacturers are selling performances rarely applied by pros.

There are many ways in which a pro could make his shop the point at which the manufacturers’ advertising of superior value merchandise would pay off.

Resourceful, older professionals who learned the hard way, and bright young men, such as Joe Benner of the Country Club of Miami, who got his training in modern business at university schools of commerce, hook their own shop displays and advertising by letters, pamphlets and signs to the millions that manufacturers spend in general advertising. They learn what advertising the manufacturer has for them to use and they use it.

(Continued on page 77)
FINE CLUBS

... and a wide choice of models makes a fine line of clubs. Here, Bobby Nichols, who has won fame with Power-Bilts, presents the splendid array of Power-Bilt putters.

PowerBilt
GOLF CLUBS
Sold only by Golf Professionals

HILLERICH & BRADSBY CO
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
also maker of famous
LOUISVILLE SLUGGER BATS

Bobby Nichols
The owner of Colonial Palms in Miami naturally had some uneasy moments when he put $75,000 in a lighting system for his golf center . . . But bright lights were the answer . . . Now he's finding There's Gold in That Mercury

At Colonial Palms, a complete golf center located in Miami, Fla., the curve that plots income over the year is not a wildly fluctuating one which comes close to running off the top of the chart during the winter and spring and then scrapes bottom from May until December. Since the center was opened nearly two years ago, business has been nearly as good in September as it was in January. However, last winter the income curve proceeded on a considerably higher plateau than it had the previous one due to continuing promotion by the owners and operators of Colonial Palms and the longer residency factor.

In the opinion of John E. O'Connor, Jr., who planned and built Colonial Palms, three things have had much to do in keeping business stabilized at the Miami center.

Foremost, a careful study was made of various lighting arrangements before $75,000 was ultimately invested in a system;

There was no stinting in putting money into a quite elaborate 36-hole miniature course which has more than paid its way, especially in the so-called off-season;

Finally, a good deal of imaginative ef-
Heavy play on miniature helps Colonial Palms defray operating costs in the summertime. Rain isn't much of a problem, but golfers appreciate overhanging range roof (right) that protects them from the Miami sun. Pro shop (below) is fully stocked with playing equipment and apparel, compares with those found at standard size courses.

Fort has been put into Colonial Palms' direct mail promotion which hasn't been allowed to lapse even though the center has become well established.

A fourth factor that undoubtedly should be mentioned is that the Miami center's short course is somewhat longer than the ordinary Par 3. Seven of the 18 holes extend to more than 200 yards and of these, one is 325 and another, 290. The shortest hole on the par 60 course is 97 yards. So, people who want to do more than bunt the ball, can find expression at Colonial Palms.

Excellent Lighting System

The lights that O'Connor finally decided to install are of the mercury vapor type and the system is a composite of what is considered to be the two best designs submitted by lighting engineers. O'Connor doesn't make any wild claims that daylight conditions prevail after dark at Colonial Palms although there is sufficient candlepower to illuminate 50 football fields. He does point out that the player doesn't have any difficulty whatever in following the ball in flight, and reflectors are set up in such a way that (Continued on page 75)
Country clubs can literally sweep out the "red" by adding a curling rink to their facilities. Such an installation will go many times farther than a great hall or a roomful of bridge tables and the bi-weekly or monthly dance toward meeting the winter overhead or the cost of keeping a club open on a year-round basis. What is more, it will keep a large part of the staff intact, and it will cut down on the considerable and annoying break in service that members at most Northern clubs have to contend with when the golf season fades out.

Curling is an ancient and, of course, honourable game that originated along with its partner, golf, in Scotland. The sport, some five centuries old, has flourished more in Canada than in its native surroundings. The color and pageantry of curling tournaments (bonspiels) bid to submerge the popularity of other winter sports in U.S.

Ten Clubs Have Rinks

At least ten country clubs that we know of have installed curling rinks in recent years in order to give their members 12-month sports activity. These are Exmoor, Skokie, North Shore, Indian Hills and Oak Park in the Chicago area; Brae Burn in Boston; Stevens Point (Wis.) CC; Elkhart, (Ind) CC and Mayfield CC in Cleveland. Membership dues plus fees combined with revenue from the dining room and bar have enabled one club to realize a $150,000 gross during the curling season. This income enabled the club to pay $12,500 on its mortgage principal, $15,000 in interest on its loan and put aside around $18,000 for future contingencies.

People in the curling business recommend six sheets to cut down on congestion. The ice can be kept in use almost all day with men, women and Junior players occupying the sheets from morning until night. Weekend bonspiels are popular, often bringing curlers from neighboring cities and states to take part in them. Two draws in the evening, three evenings a week, will accommodate 300 curlers on six sheets of ice.

What Are The Advantages?

Other than putting a club back in a strong financial position, what are the advantages of converting club facilities to curling?

It offers a balanced physical activity that keeps otherwise sedentary businessmen in shape all winter. It is a participating sport, and fundamentals can be grasped quickly. Women can learn to curl just as easily as men, and become equally skillful. It is a game for all ages (some 1500 high school teams in the U.S. last winter).

The only equipment (individual) required — rubbers and a warm sweater.

Sociable Game

It's a sociable game. Each participant plays directly with seven others and alongside 16 more.

There's plenty of suspense! The last rock can change a near loss into a victory.

Curling is more scientific than bowling. The game requires a variety of shots, ability to "read the ice," and organized team play.

The most important thing to consider...
This new Beautiful Holmes "Golf Club Herald" is must reading. 12 pages of documented proof how BEAUTIFUL HOLMES GOLF CLUB CARPET has made par for the course at top flight country clubs all across the country — shows how these beautiful wiltons are tailored specifically to meet the varied and exacting demands of pro rooms... lounges... locker rooms— anywhere and everywhere that beauty and rugged durability must be combined. Case histories... illustrate the way BEAUTIFUL HOLMES GOLF CLUB CARPET solves a club's unique need for a flooring that must provide an atmosphere of relaxed graciousness, yet stand up to the assaults of tracked-in-turf, cleats, and lots and lots of traffic. Long lasting, easy to maintain, BEAUTIFUL HOLMES GOLF CLUB CARPET is a long-range money-saver. Send for your copy of "The Herald"— it could be the first step in reduced maintenance costs for your club!
in planning a rink is to secure competent advice on those factors which most affect the success of the installation. These include the rink floor, soil stabilization and drainage, equipment design, illumination and condensation control.

Source of Knowhow

Officers of the American Curling Foundation, of which Archie W. Rappana, 322 Ridgewood rd., Duluth 4, Minn. is president, are eager to supply counsel and cooperation.

Rinks have doubled in this country in the last decade, and now number about 100. These provide recreation for an estimated 20,000 curlers. Canada's statistics are even more spectacular — 660 rinks, 200,000 participants.

Club members interested in starting something this coming winter are urged to inspect if possible an existing rink in their community. Sometimes two or more clubs go together to get the project rolling. A committee is formed to locate ice, form teams, provide facilities, organize schedules, etc.

ABC's of the Game

Here are the ABC's of curling:

It is played on a level sheet of ice, 146 feet long and 14 feet wide, marked with a target (house) of multicolored 12 foot circles at each end. The distance from the "hack", where the 42-pound stone is delivered, to the center of the house (tee) at the other end is 126 feet.

Necessary equipment includes only the stones, a piece of smoothed granite with a looped handle on the top, and the brooms, much like the one in your kitchen except curling brooms have shorter handles and narrower straw widths.

A match is played between two teams (rinks) with each of the four players delivering two stones alternately with their opponents, making a total of 16 stones played by both teams in each inning (end). The object of the game is to place your stone closer to the tee than those of your opponents. Scoring is simple. A rink scores one point for every stone which is nearer the tee than any stone of the opposing rink, and in each end or inning only one team can score.

The skip plans strategy

The skip is most important. He plans the strategy and directs his team's play while standing in the house. Before a stone is delivered, the skip marks the spot (with his broom) where he wants the stone to end up. The curling stone rotates as it travels down the ice, and thus doesn't slide in a straight line. A slight twist of the wrist accentuates the arc-ing, which is similar to a hook in bowling.

Further, the skip directs his rink's sweeping with commands of "sweep" when he feels the stone is moving too slowly, or "brooms up" when he feels it has been swept enough.

After all 16 stones have been played, the two vice-skips determine the score for the end. Next the process is reversed, and the house at the opposite end becomes the target.

Sweeping is done by the two players not delivering their stones. They follow each stone shortly after it has been delivered, and trotting alongside of it, they sweep vigorously or easily as needed.

Curlers often say: "Play 'em light and blame it on the sweepers".

Perhaps the most popular hobby connected with the old game is badge collecting. You can always tell how enthusiastic an individual curler is, how much he or she has travelled, by the number of badges worn on the Glengarry or Balmoral (hats or caps).
The Famous
TAM O'SHANTER
at Niles, Illinois,
near Chicago—Considered
one of the finest Golf Clubs
in the United States.

The use of Victor Electri-Cars here is
mandatory and the golf car fleet, one of the largest
in the country, consists of 118 Victors.

Dependability of the golf cars is imperative.
To help maintain trouble-free operation, Trojan Mileage
Master Golf Car Batteries were selected and are
used exclusively in the Victor Electri-
Cars at Tam O'Shanter.

TROJAN
"MILEAGE MASTER"
GOLF CAR BATTERIES

TROJAN BATTERY CO., 724 E. 61st ST., LOS ANGELES 1, CALIF.

September, 1962